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Education Matters 

A Reflection for 3rd Sunday After Pentecost, June 13th, 2021 

 

+ Peace be with you! 

 

Our hearts and prayers go out to the tragic death of a Muslim family in London, Ontario. 4 

members of the family were killed, and only a young boy is surviving. So sad, so 

disheartening, so wrong. I feel sorry for the family. And for the young boy, what kind of world 

will he face when he leaves the hospital? What kind of world are we in? What kind of Canada 

do we want to build? Lord, have mercy. 

 

When I learned the driver responsible for this horrible act was a 20-year-old man, I recall my 

university students from many years ago. I have shared with you the event called Abrahamic 

Faith Forum before. It was a public event for everybody, organized by the seminary of the 

university. These young students were able to have the opportunity to hear the discussion of 

faith issues relating to Judaism, Christianity, and Muslim. A lot of them told me it was their 

first time ever to sit in the presence of another religious leader of another religion. My 

undergraduate course was about the relationship between global citizenship and Christianity; 

and that is why all my students were Christians growing up in Christians churches. That event 

opened their minds and ears to hear the others; it helped them appreciate the wisdom of 

different religions. Depending on the topic of the night, these students heard other religious 

leaders talk about forgiveness, love, Jesus, and Mary.  Yes! Jews and Muslims do talk about 

Jesus and Mary!  

 

Such educational events should be available to not just young students in universities, but in 

our community for people like you and me. Modern society is getting more and more diverse, 

but it doesn’t mean we understand our neighbours. My guess is that you would be thrilled to 

hear what these religious leaders have to say. I imagine these educational events may help 

our society become discrimination free. Dream on. 
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Education matters. Learning matters. Experiencing people who are different from us matters. 

In a world of so much disinformation and hate, we are hungry for fact, and responsible 

interpretation.  

 

I always desire to teach a different Christianity, one that corrects past mistakes, and ditches 

false assumptions. It is not pretty because the conventional ones are still ingrained in many 

people’s hearts and minds. As a person who has studied Jewish-Christian relations and the 

Holocaust, I don’t say it lightly that the teaching of Christianity must change. I feel the need to 

include other voices, other cultures, and other traditions that have not been incorporated in 

Christian self-talk. I do that not just to act nice, but to be passionate about God and the 

gospel. The Bible which Christians so highly reverend mostly comes from the land we call 

Israel, Palestine, and the Middle East. Part of my passion is to teach people how to love 

God’s diverse people, God’s diverse world, God’s magnificent creation, and I guess the most 

difficult part is to embrace God’s love of justice for the oppressed. It needs hard work. 

 

I see that the task of Christian teaching and learning in a diverse multicultural society is to 

empower all, to examine our assumptions, and to create a respectful space for discoveries. A 

credible pedagogy that is derived out of the diverse context such as ours must begin with 

solidarity with the people who are silenced, displayed, and discriminated against. 

 

The integrity of Christianity respects the sovereign God as the God of the cosmos. That to me 

means Christians cannot confine God in any nicely framed doctrines. The Christian church 

needs to be willing to entertain strangers and unfamiliar voices as God’s way of teaching 

Christians new things. For this reason, the church does not entertain “diversity for diversity’s 

sake” but for the sake of the beautiful world, and for a God who still speaks, and for the 

ongoing lifelong seeking of truth. Essential to any affirmation of diversity is the recognition 

that we are limited in our very humanness.   

 

Diversity is not the gospel; but it is just the nature of things. Celebrating diversity gives the 

strangers among us voices to speak. I understand how unfamiliar things, ideas, and actions 

sometimes scare us. Yet, the presence of others helps us clarify the very things we believe 

in. Over time, we who get used to one another are so accustomed to each other’s modes of 
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thought, and ways of behaving, that we are not able to speak and act differently. We become 

stagnate. But the presence of other voices or people help the church minimize the 

misrepresentation of others.  

 

Others will ask us questions insiders don’t ask anymore. Christian churches can become like 

McDonalds! (Once suggested to me by my friend.) Fabulous as it may be, the menu is the 

same every week and everywhere! Christians need to pay fundamental respect to the 

continual unfolding of God’s promises as a condition for the very nature of God’s revelation.  

Such unfolding of God’s mystery transforms known knowledge, ways of being in the world, 

and empowers us to live responsively as God’s agents of reconciliation.   

 

God loves this planet earth. Christians worship a God who is the creator of this beautiful 

planet. It is time for Christians to pick up moral responsibility to make this world a better place 

to live – socially, politically, economically, ecologically and many others. Me? Us? Oh yes! 

God has partnered with us in our baptism! There is no escape clause in it! For the integrity of 

the gospel, for the love of God’s creation and God’s love toward all what God has made, 

Christians’ active involvements in putting aside our visible differences and working towards 

the common good of all people is the sign of a mature Christianity in the making. 

 

I know it sounds daunting. But I am included when I speak. I also feel powerless in the world 

of so many hurts. Mark 4:30-32 comes in when Jesus compares the coming of Gods’ realm 

to the planting and growth of a mustard see. The tiny seed becomes a great shrub. So, at a 

time when many of us are discouraged, in disbelief, and burnt out, this parable offers 

encouragement. Though we may not see immediate, dramatic results from the good work we 

do, God works through them to help manifest the divine realm. Let it be! May God give us 

energy and hope. Help us not to give up. 

 


